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Abstract—This paper presents a seamless transition method for droop-controlled inverters to operate in both islanding and grid-connected modes. A local PLL and a virtual inductance are designed to ride through transient when the inverter switches between two modes with no synchronization. The proposed method can cooperatively work with well-developed droop controls so that the inverters are able to share load among them as well as subsist under transient events of the utility. Theoretical analysis and experimental results validate effectiveness of the proposed method.

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to integrate various DPGSs into the utility, Microgrid[2] concept was presented to assure the system with high quality and high reliability in both grid-connected and islanding operations. In the islanding mode, frequency- and voltage-droop controls are realized among inverters to share real power and reactive power in a decentralized fashion [3,4]. When going into the grid-connected mode, the inverter is controlled as a current source instead. Obviously, a coordinating system is definitely required to accomplish proper transition without undergoing transient current. Droop-controlled inverter has been presented to operate in both grid-connected and islanding modes. Acceptable steady-state performance can be accomplished, such as load sharing and voltage regulation. In case of mode transition, however, the inverter may undergo severe current transient, which might be large enough to trigger protection of the inverter due to low line impedance.

II. OPERATION PRINCIPLES

Fig. 1 shows a droop-controlled voltage source inverter intended to supply power to the local load as well as the utility. Circuit parameters are given in TABLE I. In this paper, a seamless transition method for riding through transient is proposed to allow inverters switching between the islanding and the grid-connected modes with no requirement of grid information. The state-of-the-art droop control will be presented first, followed by the riding-through algorithm.

A. Droop control

The overall control of the inverter is shown in Fig. 2. When both SW1 and SW2 are at position 1, the inverter is operated in the droop-controlled mode.
The voltage command is determined according to both frequency-real power and voltage-reactive power droops. Droop equations and their definitions are given in (1). Thus, various inverters are able to share workloads if their droop coefficients are chosen in inverse proportion to their rated capacities, as given in (2).

\[
\omega = \omega_0 - m \cdot (P_o - P); \quad E = E_0 - n \cdot (Q_o - Q) \tag{1}
\]

\[
-m_1 P_{o1} = -m_2 P_{o2} = -m_3 P_{o3} \ldots \\
-n_1 Q_{o1} = -n_2 Q_{o2} = -n_3 Q_{o3} \ldots \tag{2}
\]

Where the \( \omega_o \) is the nominal frequency, \( P_o \) is the output rated real power, \( E_0 \) is the nominal voltage, \( Q_o \) is the rated output reactive power, \( m \) is the P-f droop coefficient and \( n \) is the Q-v droop coefficient.

Based on the voltage command, a proportional control plus the feedforward of the voltage command is realized to regulate output voltage in the stationary reference frame [5]. Due to the feedforward, inverter voltage can be controlled with acceptable steady-state and transient behavior. In addition, the differentiating of capacitors voltage is fed back in order to reduce the resonance on the filter capacitor \( C_f \). As can be seen, a proportional gain \( K_d \) can be designed to accomplish a critical damped response for the voltage control loop of the inverter. Finally, PWM is realized to produce the switching signals of the inverter.

### B. Riding-through algorithm

In order to maintain proper operation of the inverter, we present a seamless transition method to help the inverter ride through large transient current due to asynchronous grid connection. Fig. 2 shows the proposed control method, including phase-lock loop (PLL), current control, and virtual inductance. The riding-through control will be triggered when the inverter current exceeds presetting limitation. Fig. 3 shows the flow chart to illustrate detailed operation. If the transient current is large enough at the closing of the STS, the inverter control will temporarily switch to the riding-through mode (SW1 and SW2 are at position 2). During this period, the inverter will operate at the current control mode with zero current command and the PLL will replace the angle command in the droop controller. This can correct angle difference between the inverter and the utility due to asynchronous connection. A short time delay is then required for PLL to reach the steady state. After that, a virtual inductance defined in (3) will start in operation.

\[
L_v = L_{vf} - (L_{vi} - L_{vf}) \cdot e^{-t/\tau} \tag{3}
\]

\[
V_{Lqds} = L_v \frac{di_{Lqds}}{dt} \tag{4}
\]

where \( L_{vf} \) and \( L_{vi} \) are final and initial inductances, respectively, and \( \tau \) represents time constant. Thus, a reacted voltage in (4) is produced to reduce transient current due to angle variation of the droop control. The stability of the inverter can also be improved by the virtual inductance. After this short transient, the inverter will transfer back to the droop-controlled mode (SW1 and SW2 are at position 1).
III. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

A. Droop control coefficients

According to (2), the droop coefficient needs to be designed for proper load sharing. Here, we present design considerations based on the dynamic equation and root locus method. Fig.4 shows the movement of roots for varying the P-f droop coefficient $m_{inv}$. Note that the utility is assumed as a stiff voltage source. As can be seen, two roots become complex number when $m_{inv}$ varies from -0.0001 to -1. Thus, this is a stable system with damping oscillation only. Next, we consider varying both $n_{inv}$ and $m_{inv}$. Fig.5 shows the roots will move to the right-half of the plane with increasing both coefficients. Results show the system will become unstable for large $n_{inv}$. Based on the above observation, $m_{inv}$ and $n_{inv}$ can be chosen with an acceptable transient behavior in the stable range.

B. Multi-loop voltage control

Fig.6 shows the modeling of multi-loop voltage control, in which the dash-box represents the plant model, $V_{ref}$ is the normalized modulation signal and $E_{dq}$ is the output voltage of the inverter. $E_{dq}$ to $V_{ref}$ and $E_{dq}$ to $E_{ref}$ transfer functions are given in (4) and (5), respectively.

$$G(s) = \frac{E_{dq}}{V_{ref}} = \frac{k_m \frac{1}{L_f C_f}}{s^2 + \left(\frac{L_f + K_d R}{L_f C_f}\right)s + \frac{1}{L_f C_f}} = k_m G_{LC}(s) \quad (4)$$

$$\frac{E_{dq}}{E_{ref}} = (1 + k_p)G(s) \quad (5)$$

Differential gain $K_d$ can be designed with critically damping condition of (4) as defined in (6).

$$Q = \frac{1}{2\xi} = \frac{L_f + K_d R}{R L_f C_f}, \quad \xi > 0.5, \quad (under\,\,damping)$$

$$\xi = 0.5, \quad (critical\,\,damping)$$

$$\xi < 0.5, \quad (over\,\,damping) \quad (6)$$

As can be seen from Fig.7, the high frequency resonance may harmonics or even cause instability when $K_d = 0$. In case of $K_d = 0.00535$, the resonance is clearly suppressed and phase lagging is improved. For over-damping condition ($K_d = 0.001064$), stability is also improved, but its time response is lower than that of the critically damping case. After determining $K_d$, the proportional gain $k_p$ can be obtained according to the frequency response of the voltage loop. Fig.8 shows bode plot of the open loop. Accordingly, we can choose suitable bandwidth and phase margin.

C. Virtual inductance

Fig.9 shows the simplified circuit diagram including the virtual inductance. Similarly, the dynamic equation and root locus are used for the purpose of stability analysis. Fig.10 shows the root locus when the virtual inductance $L_v$ decreases from 5H to 80uH. As demonstrated, roots will be close to the real-axis. That means the stability of the system is improved with increasing the virtual inductance.

I. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A lab-scaled prototype was developed to verify the proposed seamless transition control strategy. Test circuit is shown in Fig.11 and the parameters are given as TABLE II.
Figure 7. Frequency response of three different $K_d$

Figure 8. Bode plot of the open loop for $k_p=0.3$. (crossover frequency=762Hz, phase margin=68°).

Figure 9. Simplified circuit which inverter connects to grid through a virtual inductance

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
E_{abc} & L_r & I_{abc} & R_g \\
L_g & & & V_g \\
R_{Load} & & & \\
\end{array}
\]

Figure 10. Root locus of the different virtual inductance

**TABLE II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP PARAMETERS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominal voltage $E_0$</td>
<td>174.7 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverter output power $P_o$</td>
<td>1000 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal Frequency $\omega_0$</td>
<td>377 rad/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P=\omega$ droop $m$</td>
<td>-0.0005 rad/J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-V droop $n$</td>
<td>0 V/VAr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter Cut-off Frequency $\omega_c$</td>
<td>62.8 rad/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal Virtual Inductor $L_v$</td>
<td>80 μH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Virtual Inductor $L_{v0}$</td>
<td>3 H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Constant $\tau$</td>
<td>0.3 1/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportional gain $k_p$</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential coefficient $K_d$</td>
<td>0.000532</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.12 shows the steady-state waveform when the inverter supplies a three phase load at the islanding mode, where. The inverter output a three phase balance voltage at 60Hz because of the droop controller. In order to guarantee the feasibility of the proposed seamless transition control strategy, the inverter is switched to the grid-connected operation with no grid information.

Fig.13 shows the voltages transient when the grid-connected happens at the phase difference 169.8°. At $T_1$, the inverter current exceeds the limitation because of the non-synchronization of the inverter and grid. At the moment, the inverter automatically switches to the riding-through mode. The current controller of the riding through mode brings the inverter output current to almost zero which is shown in Fig.14 and the PLL updates the phase angle of the voltage command at the same time. After a specific time delay, the virtual inductance is initiated at $T_2$ and the inverter switches back to the droop control mode. As shown, the virtual inductance can help reduce oscillating current due to the droop control. The designed virtual inductance is shown in Fig.15 with the initial value 3H and exponentially decreasing feature. Fig.16 shows transient result with no virtual inductance. Obviously, the inverter current is still high enough to trigger protection, compared with Fig.14. At the steady-state of the grid-connected operation, the inverter output rated power 1kW shows in Fig.17.

Fig.18 shows the inverter output power and the output current when the load is changed to 25Ω at $T_3$. At the transient, the inverter supplies the increased load. When reaching the steady state, the load is still shared by the inverter and the grid according to the designed droop control. The inverter supplies rated power 1kW and the other is from the utility. As, can be seen from Fig.19, the grid current is increased after load change.
Figure 11. Experimental circuit

Figure 12. Inverter output voltage (islanding operation)

Figure 13. Inverter output voltage and grid voltage (transient of inverter switching to grid-connected operation)

Figure 14. Inverter output current with virtual inductance

Figure 15. The implement virtual inductance value (1H/1div)

Figure 16. Inverter output current without virtual inductance

Figure 17. The invert output power(500W/V)
A droop-controlled inverter with seamless transition between islanding and grid-connected operations is presented. By implementing a local PLL and a virtual inductor, the inverter could ride through paralleling transient to the utility with no synchronization. This method could integrate with droop-controlled algorithms so that the inverters could share load among them as well as subsist under transient events, such as voltage sag, swell, and harmonics.
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